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Abstract

We explore a metric-learning approach to automatically cre-
ate representations of images of sorghum grown in a field setting.
We train a metric learning algorithm so that images from the
same cultivar are mapped to similar locations in feature space.
While this task is not itself intrinsically useful, we demonstrate
that the features learned in this task support estimation of stan-
dard phenotypes (height and leaf length and width), and genetic
marker classification.

1. Introduction

High throughput phenotyping in agriculture seeks to
automatic the measurement of plant phenotypes by automating
aspects of the measurement process. For example, in field
grown sorghum, measurements like plant-height and canopy
cover, and geometric measurements of leaf length, width and
angles, and visual phenotypes that may be measurable automat-
ically. Characterizing these phenotypes over time in large scale
field trials opens up opportunities for improving plant-breeding
and better understanding of the genotype-phenotype relation-
ships. Attempts to automate these analysis with computer
vision pipelines based on classical approaches (edge detection,
segmentation and explicit coding for more complicated analysis)
such as PlantCV [3] have made many analytics possible, but
such approaches often struggle in field conditions.

Here we approach this problem from another viewpoint. We
hypothesize that if a convolutional neural network is trained to
differentiate between a large number of different cultivars based
on imagery, then it must be learning visual features that capture
relevant visual phenotypes. This extended abstract captures our
initial experiments in this direction. We propose one approach
calculate these features, and show preliminary results that those
features can be used to predict the phenotypes and the presence
or absence of several common genetic markers. Figure 1 gives
a high-level overview of the process.

Figure 1. We explore a deep metric learning based approach to
producing data-driven phenotypes. Based on a very large dataset of
images captured nearly daily from 350 varieties of sorghum grown
in 700 plots, we follow a two step process. First, we use a proxy-loss
based metric learning approach to to map images to features so that
images from the same cultivar are mapped to similar locations in
feature space. We then show that this embedding approach generalizes
to unseen cultivars, and demonstrate that the features it produces
can support image-based cultivar recognition, estimation of standard
phenotypes, and prediction of genomic information.

2. Approach Overview
• We create a curated RGB-image dataset based on

TERRA [1, 5]. Our dataset contains images from 700
plots, 350 sorghum cultivars, along with their genetic and
phenotype labels.

• We build an image embedding using a convolutional
neural network a standard Resnet-50 architecture.

• We characterize the ability of these embedding features
to support phenomic estimation and genomic-marker
classification. There are many tools for these processes;
in this proof of concept we use k-NN based approaches.



Figure 2. Prediction of phenotypes from test data, based on the
weighted average of the k-nearest neighbors in the embedding feature
space. Top shows the canopy height prediction, bottom left shows
leaf length and bottom right shows the leaf width. The leaf-length and
leaf-width predictions are only available in the early season because
the leaf-length and width phenotype data in the TERRA-REF dataset
are unreliable after canopy-closure.

In this case, for images from test data (images of a cultivar
not used during the training of the network), we compute
the image embedding, and then predict based on the labels
of images with the most similar embeddings.

3. Results
To compute phenotype predictions throughout the season,

we embed images from a given plot on a given data into the
feature embedding space, find the k-nearest neighbors in all of
the training set. We use a weighted sum of each of the training
neighbor phenotypes to get the final prediction. We use this
approach to predict canopy height, leaf length and width from
RGB data (comparing with ground truth labels extracted from
3D laser scanner data).

We also explore the ability of the embedding features to be
useful to predict genetic markers for images in the test set. The
sorghum lines in the TERRA-REF projects are fully sequenced
in the TERRA-REF project, and there are a set of well-known
genetic markers families: a leaf wax group that controls leaf
wax composition [7]; the dw group that is known to control
plant height, stem length and internode length [10, 4]; the dry
stalk (d) locus group that is known to control height and sugar

accuracy
genetic marker family k=1 k=5 k=10 k=15
ma 0.765 0.768 0.777 0.763
tan 0.654 0.664 0.660 0.672
d locus 0.686 0.698 0.703 0.690
dw 0.737 0.747 0.765 0.771
leaf wax 0.664 0.663 0.685 0.684

Table 1. Genetic marker classification accuracy using k-NN with
different k. The experiment is designed so that chance performance
scores 0.5.

composition [9]; the ma group that controls flowering time and
maturity [2, 6]; and the tan group which controls pigmentation
and tannin production [8].

We consider the task of predicting whether an image shows
a variety of sorghum that has the ‘reference’ or ‘alternate’
version for a particular genetic marker family. For genetic
marker classification, we use per-plot, per-day feature max
pooling and find the nearest neighbors. After the nearest
neighbors acquired, the genetic marker of neighbors vote to get
the prediction (reference vs. alternate) of query plot. Table 1
shows that when testing on cultivars not used during training,
we perform substantially above chance at the task of predicting
reference/alternate for all five of these marker families.

4. Conclusion
We demonstrate training a network on the task of metric-

learning — mapping images from the same cultivar into
nearby locations in an embedding space — creates features
that are useful for phenotype prediction and genetic marker
classification. This approach takes advantage the ability to
capture large amounts of data in real field conditions, using
labels that may be easy to get (what cultivar is grown at each
location in the field) instead of labels that may be harder to
find (such as hand measurements of phenotypes). Despite using
these weaker labels, the features capture visual characteristics
related to plant phenotypes, in ways that are good enough to
perform above chance at genetic marker classification.
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